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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Big data concern extremely large volume and complex data both structured and unstructured to reveal
patterns and trends.
trends The organisation procure large data storage, data delivery on semi
semi-trusted big
data sharing platform. An enterprise can obtain huge amount
amount of sensitive data by storing, analysing,
processing these data. In digital world, keeping sensitive data secure from theft and vulnerability is
very difficult .This abstract proposes a framework for secure sensitive data sharing on a big data
platform using effective encryption algorithm. We present an identity based conditional proxy
encryption based on heterogeneous cipher text transformation. It protects security of user’s sensitive
data on big data platform.
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INTRODUCTION
Big data is colossal sets are voluminous complex that it is
difficult to process using on-hand
hand database system tools or
traditional data processing application. User’s stores huge
amount of sensitive data on a platform. Sharing sensitive data
is used to reduce
duce the cost providing users with personalized
services and non-core
core services. However, the secure sensitive
data sharing is complicated. We use identity--based conditional
proxy encryption (IBCPRE) to re-encrypt
encrypt a cipher text but
ciper text will be correctively
tively for decryption, if a condition
applied and re-encryption
encryption is satisfied. It provides fine-grained
fine
proxy re-encryption
encryption and useful for secure sharing on big data
platform.
Literature study
IBCPRE algorithm
encryption)

(identity-based
based

conditional

proxy

 AES algorithm (Advanced Encrypt Standard)
 AES is more secure (it is less susceptible to
cryptanalysis than 3DES).
 AES is faster in both hardware and software.
*Corresponding author: Vimala Roselin, J.,
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Cloud storage provides services to keep the data available and
accessible, and the physical environment has to be preserving
and running .Cloud storage keeps encrypted data .This types of
data are not recommended for calculation. So, a big data
platform provides services to transfer of sensitive data. It
provides huge data storage, value added and computational
services. These services can be provided high
high-level
computational intelligence based on emerging analytical
techniques.
Primary Safety aspects in secure sensitive data sharing
The Secure sensitive data sharing contains well
well-being factors.
There are insecure Web Interface can be allowed an attacker to
utilize an administration web interface. Insufficient
Authentication can allow an attacker to use a bad password
policy. Insecure Network Services leads to
exploit
unnecessary or weak services running on the device, There are
issues involves in Poor Physical Security which can use USB
ports, SD cards or other storage access the dev
device OS and
potentially any data stored on the device. Traditional security
services are inadequate to share the secured sensitive data.
Some security problem while transmitting sensitive data from a
data owner’s local server to a big data platform. Comput
Computational
Storage security problems on the big data platform and secure
data destruction. Existing technologies are not providing the
adequate solution for secure sensitive data sharing.
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To protect the sensitive data on the big data platform using
Identity Based conditional Proxy Re-Encryption (IBCPRE)
technology, and to secure the sensitive data sharing using
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM).
Efficient Framework for Secure Sensitive Data Sharing on
a Big Data Platform
A systematic framework for secure sensitive data sharing on a
big data platform is shown in Fig. 1

For multiple friends to share the encrypted messages with,
Alice simply needs to generate identity based conditional
proxy re-encryption key for each of her friends and sends all
the re-encryption keys to the server for carrying out the reencryption. The number of re-encryption keys that Alice needs
to generate depends on the number of friends that Alice wants
to share the encrypted messages with. It does not depend on
the number of encrypted messages. One re-encryption key will
allow the Server to convert all the encrypted messages
provided the tag of the encrypted messages and the tag of the
re-encryption key matches.

Fig.1. Efficient Framework for Secure Sensitive Data Sharing on a Big Data Platform

We have designed Identity-based conditional proxy encryption
(IBCPRE) for secure sensitive. An IBCPRE scheme is an
extension of proxy re-encryption on two aspects. The first
aspect is to extend the proxy re-encryption to the identitybased public key cryptographic setting. The second aspect is to
extend the feature set of proxy re-encryption to support
conditional proxy re-encryption. Using conditional proxy reencryption, a proxy can use an IBCPRE scheme to re-encrypt a
cipher text but the cipher text would be well-formed for
decryption if a condition applied onto the cipher text together
with the re-encryption key is satisfied. This allows proxy finegrained encryption and can be useful for applications such as
secure sharing over encrypted cloud data storage. IBCPRE is
very useful in encrypted email forwarding. One of the key
features of IBCPRE is that when Alice as a data owner
encrypts messages, the encryption is done for her and only
Alice herself can decrypt the encrypted messages using her
secret key. There is no need for Alice to know in advance
about who that she would like to share the encrypted messages
with. In other words, picking the friends to share with by Alice
can be done after she encrypts the messages and uploads to the
Server. Another feature of IBCPRE is that it supports end-toend encryption. The server which stores the encrypted
messages cannot decrypt the messages both before and after
the re-encryption. IBCPRE supports one-to-many encryption.
The data owner Alice can choose multiple friends to share her
data with.

The basic flow of the framework is as follows. First, sensitive
information to be pre-set those service providers that need to
share this sensitive information store the corresponding
encrypted data on a big data platform. Second, we should
perform the required operation with the submitted data using
IBCPRE on the big data platform. Then, cloud platform
service providers who want to share the sensitive information
download and decrypt the corresponding data in the private.
Conclusion
We are using RSA algorithm (SHA-2 algorithm, MD-5
algorithm) and IBCPRE algorithm because they provide the
elimination of public key certificates to enhance the usability
of the target security application. It provides fast performance
on server side. These algorithms widely used for secure data
transmission.
Our system has following advantages:
 It improves efficiency of encryption.
 Reducing the overhead of the interaction among
involved parties.
 Upload the encrypted data to a big data platform.
 Use for secure data transmission.
 It has Fast performance.
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